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Abstract- -Thls  paper presents a modification ofA.M. Geotfrion's cutting-plane algorithm for solv- 
ing a class of nonconcave mathematical programming problems with complicating variables. In par- 
ticular, Generalized Benders Decomposition (GBD) is modified to solve certain optimization problems 
with complicating variables where the objective function is pseudoconcave and the constraint func- 
tions are quasi-concave when the complicating variables are rendered fixed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In generalizing the work of Benders [1], Geoffrion [2] developed a method for solving a class of 
mathematical programs with complicating variables (variables which, when temporarily fixed, 
make the given optimization problem easier to solve). Specifically, Geoffrion was interested in 
solving problems of the following form: 
maximize f(x, y) (NLPC) 
subject o G(x,y)_>0, xEX,  yEY .  
Note that y is a vector of complicating variables; G is an m-vector of constraint functions defined 
on X ® Y, a subset of Rnl® Rn2; and f is a real-valued objective function also defined on X ® Y. 
Geoffrion assumed in problem (NLPC) that X is a nonempty convex set and that f and G are 
concave on X for each fixed y E Y. 
In keeping with the spirit of mathematical programming, we propose to explore the conse- 
quences of relaxing the assumption of concavity of f and G on X and when y is fixed. Our 
hope is that this will be a first step in explaining why certain nonconcave programming problems 
([3,4]) are amenable to Generalized Benders Decomposition (GBD) and some are not. Of course, 
life is a game of give and take. If we loosen one of Geoffrion's assumptions, it might be necessary 
to tighten another to obtain the conditions needed to show that the modified method converges. 
We will attempt o point out such anomalies as they occur in the development of the modified 
GBD procedure. 
This article will proceed in the following manner. In Section 2, we provide a theoretical 
development of the modified GBD procedure. A detailed statement of the modified algorithm is 
given in Section 3. Section 4 contains a proof of convergence of the extended GBD procedure for 
the case where the complicating variables are presumed to come from a compact set. An example 
problem is solved with the modified algorithm in Section 5. Finally, a summation of results and 
a discussion of issues for further esearch are provided in Section 6. 
2. DEVELOPMENT OF THE MODIFIED GBD PROCEDURE 
The modified version of GBD developed here will be employed to solve nonconcave program- 
ming problems of the following form: 
maximize f(x, y) 
subject o gi(x,y) _> 0 for i - -  1,... ,m, 
x E X, a subset of R nl, (1) 
y E Y, a subset of R n2, 
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where/(x, y) is pseudoconcave (and hence differentiable) on X for each fixed y • Y, each gi(x, y) 
is quasi-concave and differentiable on X for each fixed y • Y, X is a nonempty compact convex 
set, and Y is a nonempty compact set. The objective function f and the constraint functions gi 
are presumed to be real-valued continuous functions. Moreover, it is assumed that problem (1) 
has a finite optimal objective value and that there exists a point (x', y') such that gi(x~,y ~) > 0 
for all i. 
Following the work of Geoffrion summarized above, the modified GBD procedure will deal with 
the projection of problem (1) onto y-space: 




v(y) = supremum/(x,y) subject o gi(x,y) > 0, i = 1,... ,m (3) 
xEX 
V = {y:  each gi(x, y) >__ 0 for some x • X} (4) 
Note that v(y) is the optimal value of problem (1) for fixed y, and the set V consists of those 
values of y for which problem (3) is feasible. Geoffrion demonstrated that the original problem (1) 
and its projection on y-space (2) are equivalent, regardless of the assumptions on the functions 
and sets in problem (1). 
The next issue to consider is how to represent the set V and the function v in (2). For many 
real-world applications the set Y is either contained in or equivalent to the set V. When this is 
not the case, it is necessary to employ a two-phase procedure where GBD is employed first on a 
representation f (3) containing artificial variables until the set V is generated explicitly. In the 
case where V is a polyhedral set this representation can be constructed in a finite number of steps. 
When V is not polyhedral, the method presented here can be used to generate a representation 
of the relevant portion of V. Since both these cases are examples of problem (1), we assume that 
Y C_ V in the sequel. 
The function v (i.e., the optimal value of problem (3)) will be represented by the optimal value 
of the dual of (3) defined on Y, that is, 
r 3 
v(y) infimum |supremum{f(x,y) +#'G(x ,y )} |  , all y e Y. 
~,_>o t xeX J 
(5) 
Observe that G(x, y) is an m-vector consisting of the constraint functions gl, and p is an m-vector 
consisting of nonnegative multipliers. The above equality is established by Mangasarian [5] in 
his first duality theorem for generalized concave functions. 
The results for the set V and the function v can now be combined with the projection in (2) 
to formulate the following master problem: 
maximize [infimum [supremum{f(x, y) + p' G(x, y)}] ] , 
y e "," L ~,~o L xeX 
(6) 
or, using the definition of infimum as the greatest lower bound, 
maximize y0 
(7) 
subject o Y0 < supremum{f(x,y) +ptG(x,y)},  allp>_ 0. 
xEX 
Note that this master problem is equivalent to problem (2), and thus is also equivalent to the 
original problem (1). 
Like its antecedent, his algorithm will begin by solving a relaxed version of (7) that ignores 
all but one of the master problem's many constraints. Given a global optimal solution to the 
relaxed master, the subproblem (3) will be used to test this solution for feasibility with respect o 
the ignored master constraints. The algorithm used to solve (3) will be presumed to generate an 
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index (i.e., a multiplier vector ~) of any violated constraint in the event of an infeasible solution. 
Violated constraints will continue to be added to the original relaxation until a relaxed problem 
solution satisfies all of the ignored constraints (at which time an optimal solution to (7) has been 
identified), or until a termination criterion indicates that a solution of the desired accuracy has 
been obtained. 
In implementing the modified GBD procedure, there are several issues regarding the solution 
of a given version of the relaxed master problem that must be resolved. First, it must be assumed 
that on the right-hand side of the newest constraint of the relaxed master, the supremum over X 
can be taken essentially independently of the complicating variables vector y. Geoffrion defined 
this simplification as Property (P), and argued that its presence is imperative to the successful 
implementation f his algorithm. We make the same assumption for the modified method. While 
this rules out application to situations where x and y interact in f and G, there are still many 
practical problems that display this property. 
Despite this simplification, there still remains a major difficulty in taking the supremum over 
X in the relevant constraint of the relaxed master. The optimization problem in x involves 
maximizing the sum of a pseudoconcave objective function and a nonnegative combination of 
quasi-concave and differentiable constraint functions. While it is true that a nonnegative linear 
combination of concave functions is concave, the same cannot be said of generalized concave 
functions. In other words, one cannot be certain that the sum described above is quasi-concave 
in x. It is clear, however, that a pseudoconcave function is quasi-concave and differentiable. 
Moreover, [3] has established that the problem of maximizing the sum of certain quasi-concave 
functions over a convex set can be solved with the original GBD procedure. Therefore, we intend 
to apply Geoffrion's algorithm within the extended procedure to achieve the supremum over X 
in the most recently appended constraint of the relaxed master problem. 
Once this optimization problem in x is solved, the given relaxed master educes to a problem 
merely in (y, y0). In the extended version of GBD, it is assumed that the subsequent problem 
in (y, Y0) can be solved for a global optimum by some applicable algorithm. As mentioned 
previously, the optimal relaxed master solution (y*,y~) will be checked for feasibility in the 
master problem (7) by solving the subproblem (3) with y = y*. 
3. STATEMENT OF THE MODIFIED GBD PROCEDURE 
Given the theoretical development of the modified GBD procedure in the preceding section, it 
is now possible to state in detail the steps of this algorithm. For notational purposes, let 6 > 0 
represent the convergence tolerance parameter. Also, let z k - {(x,y, Y0) [ supxex{f(x,Y) + 
(~i)tG(x,Y)} -Y0 _> 0, x E X, y E Y} for i = 0, 1,... , k -  1. Finally, note that the following 
algorithm will solve problems of the form exhibited by (1) above. 
STEP 1. Let a point y0 in Y be known. Solve the following subproblem (i.e., problem (3) from 
above) with y' = y0 to obtain an optimal multiplier vector p0 E R"~: 
maximize f(x, y') 
xex (P1) 
subject o G(x,y') > 0. 
Note that we assume y0 E Y and that problem (P1) has a feasible solution. This could be true 
because all y in Y give feasible solutions in (P1) or because y0 came from a phase I procedure as 
discussed earlier. Several methods are available for solving problem (P1) (see [6]). Most of these 
methods not only give an optimal solution, but also a corresponding vector of multipliers. These 
procedures can solve (P1) to any desired level of accuracy depending on the computer used and 
the time invested. Let z 1 = {(x,y, y0) [ supxex{f(x,y)+(p°)tG(x,y)}-y0 _> 0, x E X, y E Y}. 
Also, let an iteration counter k = 1 and LBD = v(y') = optimal objective function value for 
(P1). LBD represents the largest value of the subproblem found so far and hence is the best 
known lower bound for the optimal value of the original problem (1). In subsequent s eps of 
this algorithm, the solution set to problem (1) will be approximated by iteratively restricting the 
points in z k. 
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STEP 2. Given Zk, calculate a point w t • r(z k) where the (possibly) multiple-valued mapping 
r is as follows: 
maximize Y0 
YEY,Yo 
subject o Y0 _< sup{f(x,y)  + (p i ) tG(x ,y )} ,  
xEX 
i=  0,1,. . .  , k -1 .  
(P2) 
In other words, w k = (xk,yk,y0 ~) is an optimal solution to the so-called relaxed master prob- 
lem (P2). Owing to the fact that (P2) is a relaxed version of the master problem (6), its optimal 
objective value y0 ~ provides an upper bound on the optimal value of (1). Observe that the solution 
of (P2) is complicated by the requirement of finding x k, the x • X that achieves the supremum 
in the kth constraint above. As [3] has shown, if the functions f and G satisfy Property (P), 
then x k can be obtained using the original GBD method. Thus at this stage the original GBD 
procedure is imbedded in the modified algorithm. 
STEP 2A. The GBD subprocedure begins by noting that the supremum problem in z in the kth 
constraint of the relaxed master is equivalent to the following: 
f l ' i  
maximize ~ zi 
Zo,zEZ,xEX 
subject o f(x, y) >_ z0, (p~-l)tG(x,y)  >_ z (NLPC') 
Note that in (NLPC') the vector x can now be viewed as the set of complicating variables and 
the vector z e R m. Cabot [5] shows that (NLPC') is equivalent to (P2) and gives a procedure 
for generating the set Z. The procedure is based on the quasi-concavity of f and G for fixed 
y. Of course, f and G must also satisfy Property (P) with respect o x and y. Furthermore, 
recall from the preceding section that the assumed functional forms of f and G permit the 
optimization in x to be carried out independently of the complicating variables vector y. Let 
6' > 0 be the convergence tolerance parameter in the subprocedure, and let z 't = {(z0,z,x, v0) I 
sUPzo,tEZ{~'~izi + a~0[f(x, y) -- z0] + (ad)t[(~k-x)tG(x, y) -- z]} -- v0 > 0;z0,z • Z;x • X}, for 
j=0 ,1  . . . .  ,1--1. 
Let a point x ° in X be known. Solve the following subproblem with x' = x ° to obtain an 
optimal multiplier vector [a°,a°], where a ° • R 1 and a ° E W~: 
m 
maximize ~ zi 
Zo,zEZ 
i=0 
subject o f(x',  y) - zo >_ O, (pk-X)tG(x',y) - z > 0. (PI') 
Notice that, with the complicating variables vector x fixed, this subproblem is merely a linear 
programming problem. Let z '1 = {(z0, z, x, v0)] SUPzo,ze z { ~"~ zl + a ° If(x, y) -- z0] + (~0)t [(pt- 1)t 
G(x ,y ) - z ]} -v0  ~ 0; z0, z E Z; x EX}.  Set another iteration counter i=  1 and LBD'  = 
v'(x') = optimal objective function value for (PI'). Of course, LBD'  represents the best known 
lower bound for the optimal value of problem (NLPC'). In subsequent s eps of this subprocedure, 
the solution set to problem (NLPC') will be approximated by iteratively restricting the points in 
Z d . 
STEP 2B. Given z a, calculate a point w 't G l~(z 't) where the (possibly) multiple-valued mapping 





vo < sup {Ezi + a)o[f(x,y) - zo] + (ot J ) t [ (pk- ' ) tG(x ,y)  - z]}, 
zo,zEZ 
j=O,1 , . . . , l -1 .  
(P2') 
In other words, w a = (z~, z t, x l, v~) is an optimal solution to (P2'), the relaxed master problem 
for the present GBD subprocedure. Accordingly, the optimal objective function value vt0 for 
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this problem provides an upper bound on the optimal value of (NLPCY). If LBIY >_ (vlo - 5'), 
terminate this subprocedure and proceed to STEP 2E below. Otherwise, go to STEP 2C. 
STEP 2C. Next, compute v 't = (az0,a ~) E O~(w ~t) by solving the subproblem (P1 ~) with 
x' = x t. Recall that the optimal objective function value for (PI') is v'(xl). If v'(x z) _> (vt0 - 5'), 
terminate the subprocedure and proceed to STEP 2g below. Otherwise, if v~(x a) > LBlY, let 
LBD' = v'(xl). Go to STEP 2D . 
STEP 29. Let the set M'(aol,ax), for (aol,a 1) E el(w'Z), be defined as follows: 
H'(a/0,et 1)= ((z0,z, x, v0) I sup {~i z i+ato[ f (x ,y) -  zo] 
Zo,lEg 
"F (ae)t[(/~-l)tG(x,y) - z]} -vo_>O; zo,zEZ; xEX t. 
This set will be employed to effectively "cut off" the point w II which previously failed the ter- 
mination (i.e., solution) test. Let z It+1 = z 't n H~(at0,a] ) and I = l + 1. Return to STEP 28 
above. 
STEP 2E. Given x t, a 6~-optimal solution to the supremum problem over X in the newest con- 
straint of the relaxed master (P2) has been identified. (It should be noted that the original GBD 
procedure mployed in STEPS 2A-2D was proven by Geoffrion to converge to an optimal solution 
to (NLPC ~) within a 5~-neighborhood in a finite number of iterations.) Hence, x k = x z. The 
relaxed master problem posed in STEP 2 now may be solved for the global optimal point (yk, ~)  
by any applicable algorithm. Remember that y0 ~ serves as the updated upper bound on the opti- 
mal value of the original problem (1). Since the relaxed master (P2) becomes increasingly more 
constrained as the steps of the solution procedure are repeated, this upper bound will never ise 
(i.e., it is monotonically nonincreasing). 
If LBD >>_ (yk o - 5), terminate the algorithm; w k is optimal in (1) within a 5-neighborhood. 
Otherwise, proceed to STEP 3 below. 
STEP 3. Compute vk = (pk) E O(w k) by solving the subproblem (P1) with y' = yk. Recall that 
the optimal objective function value for (P1) is v(yt). Ifv(y k) _> (y0 ~-5), terminate the algorithm 
(again, w k is 5-optimal in (1)). Otherwise, if v(y k) > LBD, let LBD = v(yt). Proceed to STEP 
4.  
STEP 4. Let the set H(p k) for pt E e (w k) be defined as follows: 
H(Pk) = ( (x'y'y°)lsup{f(x'y)xex + (Pk)tG(x'Y)} - Y0 _> 0, x ~ X, y E Y}  
This set will be used to effectively "cut off" the point w k which previously failed the termination 
(i.e., solution) test. Let $k+x = z k N H(p }) and k = k + 1. Return to STEP 2 above. 
4. PROOF OF CONVERGENCE FOR MODIFIED GBD PROCEDURE 
Employing W.I. Zangwill's cutting-plane convergence theorem [7] and several other results 
from nonlinear programming, it is now shown that the modified GBD procedure discussed above 
converges to within a b-neighborhood f the optimal solution to a given problem (1). 
Zangwill has demonstrated that if a given cutting-plane algorithm assumes a particular form 
and satisfies four key hypotheses, the method converges to a point that passes the specified 
solution test. In particular, ifa cutting-plane method generates a sequence of sets {z ~ } (where k = 
1,... ,oo) and corresponding sequences of points {w ~} and {v k} (again, where k = 1, . . . ,  oo), 
and if certain conditions are met, then for some K the subsequence w k (for k E K) converges to 
a point w oo that passes the algorithm's solution test. 
ZANOWILL'S CUTTING-PLANE CONVERGENCE THEOREM. Let a cutting-plane algorithm gener- 
ate a sequence of sets {z k} and corresponding sequences of points {w k} and {vk}. Suppose 
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(1) All points w ~ are on a compact set, and all points v k are contained in a compact set. 
(2) For any z, w E r(z) implies w 6 z. 
(3) The map O(w) is closed for any w that does not pass the solution test. Also, the functions 
that define the cut are continuous. 
(4) If w does not pass the solution test, then for any v E O(w), w $ H(v) = {x I a(v) + 
b(,,)'x > O} and z n H(,,) # O. 
Then, if the algorithm satisfies these four conditions, for some K, w k converges to w °o where 
k E K and w °o passes the solution test. 
Clearly, the extended GBD procedure is a cutting-plane algorithm that generates a sequence of 
sets and corresponding sequences of points as required by Zangwill's convergence theorem. The 
following discussion shows that the modified GBD method satisfies Zangwill's four convergence 
conditions: 
CONDITION 1. All points w k are on a compact set, and all points v k are contained in a compact 
set. 
First, recall that w ~ = (xk,yk,y0k). It is assumed in the statement of problem (1) above that 
x k and yk come from the compact sets X and Y, respectively. Moreover, given that {y0 ~} is a 
nonincreasing sequence bounded below by the best known lower bound (i.e., LBD) on the optimal 
value of (1), the y0 ~ must also come from a compact set. 
Next, consider v k = 0s~). The characterization of problem (1) above presumed that there 
exists a point (x',y') such that g~(x',y') > 0 for i = 1,... ,m. Zangwill [7] has demonstrated 
that given the existence of such a point (x', y'), the set U = ks* I (x" ,ts*)} is a saddle point of the 
Lagrangian function L(x,tt)} is compact. (Note that Mangasarian [5] has shown that if (x*,ts') 
solves the Lagrangian dual of problem (P1), then z" solves (P1) and strong duality holds.) Thus, 
the optimal multipliers It k are contained in a compact set. 
CONDITION 2. For any z, w E F(z) implies that w E z. 
Recall that for any iteration of the extended GBD procedure, w is the optimal solution to (P2), 
the relaxed master problem. Note, however, that the feasible set for (P2) at any iteration k is z k 
(i.e., {(x,Y, V0) [ SUPxex[ f (x ,Y)+~i) tG(x ,y) ] - -Vo >_ 0, x E X, y E Y}, for i = 0, 1,... , k - l ) .  
Hence, w k E z k must hold at any iteration k. 
CONDITION 3. The map O(w) is closed for any w that does not pass the solution test. Moreover, 
the functions that define H(v) are continuous. 
The first portion of this condition implies that the solution of problem (P1) with y' = yk (E w ~) 
is a closed mapping for any yk (along with y0 k) that fails the solution test. The proof of this part 
begins by considering the following function: 
j(y) = max{re[y, 0s, x)] = f(x, y) + (v)tG(x, y) I 0s, x) e (U ® X)}, 
where m is the continuous Lagrangian function (i.e., the nonnegative combination of continuous 
functions f and gi) that maps points from the Cartesian product of sets Y and (U ® X) to the 
set H 1. Notice that the Cartesian product of sets U and X is compact, as the set U is compact 
(from verification of condition (1) above) and the set X is compact (by assumption). 
Next, consider the following point-to-set map M: 
M(y) - {(/s, x) I J(Y) - m[y, (/~, x)], (/s, x) 6 (U ® X)} 
where M maps points from the set Y to the Cartesian product of sets U and X. Clearly, this 
mapping describes the solution of problem (P1) with the complicating variables vector y fixed 
at a value that previously failed the termination test. 
Zangwill [7] (see Lemma 7.3, p. 156) has established that point-to-set maps of the form exhibited 
by M above are closed on the set Y, thereby verifying the first part of condition (3). It should 
be noted that the application of Zangwill's result here depends largely on the continuity of m 
and the compactness of (U ® X). 
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In order to verify the second portion of condition (3), it is first useful to recall that the set 
H is used in the extended GBD procedure to effectively "cut off" any point w t that fails the 
solution test. In his cutting-plane convergence theorem, Zangwill characterized such a set in the 
following way: 
H(v) ={x I a(v) + b(v) 'x _> 0}, 
where the function a maps points from R n2 to R nl, and the 
function b maps points from R n2 to R nl. 
ZangwiU's convergence proof requires that the functions a and b in H(v) above are continuous. 
Recall that in step (4) of the modified GBD algorithm the set H(p) (remember that v = p 
here) was defined as follows: 
I'I(p) = {(x,y,y0)[  sup[ f (x ,y )+ (p)~G(x,y)]-  Y0 _> 0, x E X, y E Y} .  
x6X 
Observe that a(p) = (p)tG(x,y) is a continuous function as p and G both contain continuous 
components. Furthermore, b(p) = 0 is clearly a continuous function. Therefore, the second part 
of condition (3) is satisfied. 
CONDITION 4. J[t'W does not pass the solution test, then for any v E e(w),  w is not an element 
of H(v) and z f"l H(v) /s  not empty. 
The first part of this condition (along with condition (2) above) ensures that H(v t) actually 
"cuts off" w k, thereby achieving a set z k+l that is contained strictly within z k. For any k, if 
w k = (x k, yk, y0 t) does not pass the solution test, then it follows that 
< y0 - 
or v(y k)+~f<y0 k. 
But 6 > 0 implies that v(y k) < v(yk)+6, which when combined with the second inequality above 
yields the following: 
< yo 
By definition, v(y k) = f(x k, yk) = optimal objective function value for (P 1) with y' = yk. Also, 
from the optimality (i.e., Kuhn-Tucker-Karush) conditions for problem (P1) it is known that 
(pk)tG(xk,yk) = 0. Thus, 
v(y k) = f (xk,y  k) + (pk)tG(xt,yk) 
= sup{/(x,y~)+ (pk)~G(x, yk)} ' yk E Y. 
xEX 
This implies that SUpxex{f(x,y k) q- (p~)'G(x, yk)} < y0 ~. Therefore, w k is not an element of 
H(/, k) - {(x,y, y0) [ sup=¢x[f(x,y) + 0,k)'G(x,y)] _> Y0, x ~ X, y ~ Y}. 
The second portion of condition (4) requires that {z n H(v)} is not empty. In other words, 
this part ensures that H(v) does not cut off too much leaving nothing. The verification of 
this part begins by assuming the existence of y*, a value of the vector y such that y* E Y 
and G(x,y*) = 0. Next, consider the point (x*,y*,y~), where SUPxcx{f(x,y°)} is achieved 
by x* and y~ = inf=ex{f(x,y*)}. Clearly, SUpxex{f(x,y* ) + (p)'G(x,y*)} = f(x*,y*) > 
infxex{f(x, y*)} = y~. Hence, the point (x*, y*, y~) is an element of the set {z N H(v)}. 
In short, the modified GBD procedure satisfies Zangwill's four convergence conditions. Thus, 
we can be certain that the algorithm will generate a point that passes the solution test in a finite 
number of iterations. 
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5. EXAMPLE PROBLEM SOLVED WITH MODIFIED GBD PROCEDURE 
This section provides an illustration of the use of the modified GBD algorithm in solving a 
particular problem of the form exhibited by (1) above. 
Consider the following nonconcave programming problem: 
maximize ( -ye =')/In(z2 + 2) 
Xl,X2jy 
subject o -x l  - x2 >_ -2  
z l+z2>_ l  (EX)  
1_<y<2 
zl, z2 >_ 0 
Note that with the complicating variable y fixed the objective is pseudoconcave in (zx,z2) 
and the constraints are linear (hence, quasi-concave) in (zl,z2). Let $ = .001 represent the 
convergence tolerance parameter in the solution procedure implemented as follows: 
STEP l. Let a point y0 be known, and solve the original problem with y = y0. The solution to 
this subproblem will include an optimal multiplier vector #0. The optimal objective value for the 
subproblem will serve as the best known lower bound (LBD) on the optimal value of the original 
problem. Let iteration counter k = 1. 
In the present example, let y0 = 1 in (EX) and solve the following subproblem using optimality 
theory for generalized concave functions (see [5]): 
maximize ( -exa) / ln (x2  + 2) 
~1 iX2 
subject o - z1 -x2_>-2  
Zl "4- Z2 ~__ 1 
Zl ,X  2 ~__ 0 
(SUB) 
The optimal solution to (SUB) is (x °, 0 0 0 z2, Pl, P2) = (0, 2, 0.13, 0) with LBD = -.721. 
STEP 2. Given the optimal multiplier vector p obtained at the previous tep, solve a relaxed 
version of the master problem to obtain a new fixed value of the complicating variables y. The 
optimal objective value for the relaxed master problem will serve as an upper bound on the 
optimal value of the original problem. 
In the present case, employ p0 to solve the following relaxed master problem: 
maximize yo 
ytyO,Xl ,X'~ 
subject to yo _< m~{( -y~) / ln (~2 + 2) + ~[ -~ - ~ + 2] + ~,~[~1 + ~2 - 1]} 
~lp~2 
- x l  - z2 >__ -2  
zl + z2 >_ 1 
zl,z~ >_ 0 
1_<y__2 
(RMASTER) 
In general, it will be assumed that in the first constraint of (RMASTER) the maximization i  
x can be taken essentially independently of y (i.e., Geoffrion's Property (P) is present). Despite 
this simplification, the optimization problem in x is not a cbncave program, as the terms in 
the objective function sum are not all concave functions. Owing to the fact that the terms in 
the sum are all quasi-concave functions, however, Cabot's result [3] can be applied to solve the 
optimization problem in x with the original version of GBD. Hence, this step of the extended 
algorithm will consist essentially of the following two operations: 
(a) The maximization in x on the right-hand side of the first constraint of (RMASTER) is 
computed using the original GBD procedure. For the present example, the GBD algorithm 
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will be employed to find an approximately optimal solution to the following mathematical 
program: 
maximize 
Zl ~$3jZl ~Z2 
subject o 
zl + z2 
( -re") / ln(x2 + 2) > zl 
-0.13(zx + z2) _> z~ 
1 _< (zl + ,2) _< 2 
Xl,X2 > 0 
(EX') 
Note that this program is equivalent to the optimization problem in x in (RMASTER). 
Moreover, observe that with the complicating variables (zl, z~) fixed this problem reduces 
to an ordinary linear program. The optimal solution to (EX') was found to have (Xl, z2) = 
(0,2). 
Next, the result just obtained is used to reduce (RMASTER) to a problem merely in y and 
Y0. The resulting problem will be solved by any applicable method to obtain a new value 
of the complicating variables vector yk and an updated upper bound y0 k on the optimal 
value of the original problem. If LBD >_ yk o - 6, terminate the algorithm; the current 
solution is approximately optimal. In the present example, (RMASTER) reduces to the 
following linear programming problem: 
maximize Y0 
Y,Yo 
subject o Y0 _< -.721y (RMASTER-Y) 
l _y<2 
The optimal solution to this LP is (y l ,y l )  = (1,-0.721). 
STEP 3. Using the new point yk obtained in STEP 2, return to the original problem and let 
y = yk. Solve this subproblem in the same manner that was employed to solve problem (SUB) 
in STEP 1. If the optimal objective value for the new subproblem is greater than or equal to 
(y0 t - 6), terminate the algorithm as the current solution is approximately optimal. Otherwise, 
update the LBD if necessary, increase k by 1, and return to STEP 2 with pk (i.e., the multiplier 
vector associated with the optimal solution to the latest subproblem). 
With respect o the example problem, it is clear that optimality has been reached since LBD = 
y~ = -0.721. Thus, the optimal solution to problem (EX) is (zl, z2, y) = (0, 2, 1) with an optimal 
objective value of-0.721. 
6. SUMMATION AND ISSUES FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
In this paper, we have modified A.M. Geoffrion's cutting-plane algorithm for solving a class of 
mathematical programs with complicating variables o as to treat an even larger family of such 
problems. In particular, Generalized Benders Decomposition has been extended to solve math 
programs with complicating variables where the objective function is pseudoconcave and the con- 
straint functions are quasi-concave when the complicating variables are rendered fixed. Like its 
antecedent, the modified procedure is a cutting-plane algorithm that makes use of nonlinear pro- 
gramming optimality and duality theory. The modified algorithm is shown to converge to within 
a given neighborhood of a problem's optimal solution in a finite number of iterations when the 
complicating variables come from a nonempty compact set. The proof, based on W.I. Zangwill's 
cutting-plane convergence theorem, demonstrates that the modified GBD procedure assumes a
particular form that satisfies four key conditions needed for convergence. 
In making this contribution, this study has raised several issues that deserve further consider- 
ation. Among the more interesting topics that may serve as the focus of future research are the 
following: 
(a) One might be interested in assessing the computational feasibility of the modified GBD 
procedure. In particular, one may attempt o determine if the extended algorithm is 
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(c) 
efficient in generating approximately optimal solutions to mathematical programs with 
complicating variables. Even if the efficiency of modified GBD is found to be inferior to 
that of existing heuristic methods, one may discover that the algorithm presented here 
produces olutions that are closer to the actual optimal solutions than do other methods. 
The modified GBD procedure presented in this study solves optimization problems that 
contain complicating variables [recall problem (1) from Section 2] that are assumed to come 
from a compact convex set. It may be interesting to consider a variation of problem (1) 
in which the complicating variables are restricted to take on integer values. Clearly, one 
could appeal to a number of existing algorithms for solving integer programs in treating 
the relaxed master problem at STEP 2 of the extended GBD method. One might not only 
explore how the modified procedure would need to be adjusted to solve such problems, but 
also consider the development of a proof of finite convergence for the adjusted algorithm. 
Recall that in the development of the modified GBD procedure in Section 2, it was as- 
sumed that in a given problem (1) the objective and constraint functions must permit the 
optimization over X to be taken essentially independently of the complicating variables 
vector y. As previously demonstrated by Cabot [3], nonlinear fractional functions and 
bi-nonlinear functions are two particular classes of functions that exhibit this generalized 
form of separability. Further research could be undertaken to discover other groups of 
functions that exhibit this essential property. 
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